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ersonam’s advanced insider threat detection technology is a
powerful and cost effective solution for identifying malicious
activity on your network. In a world where insider attacks are
growing more frequent, bolder, and more successful, insider threat
monitoring and detection must be part of a comprehensive security
plan. Personam’s solution provides a continuous defensive posture
internally, complementing the perimeter defenses.

Appliance-Based.

Our advanced network monitoring and

threat detection algorithms run on a hardware appliance that we install
on your computer network. We connect the appliance to the central
switch of your data center and internet access points, where it acts as a
passive network tap collecting copies of all data packets. The appliance
uses the network traffic to learn the behavior patterns of the
organization and identify any suspicious activity. All data processing,
monitoring and detection is fully automated and self-contained on the
appliance.
For larger organizations with multiple data centers, we can deploy an
appliance to each site. Additional low-profile
sensors can be deployed to provide coverage over
other distributed choke-points, like the internet
access points of a satellite office.
When a threat is detected, the appliance
generates alerts and transmits them to the
designated security administrators.

Managed Services. The Personam ITD
appliance provides continuous, automated monitoring of the activity on
your network. When a threat is detected, security analysts in our Remote
Operations Center in Northern Virginia will receive a signal from the
appliance and immediately begin an initial investigation. The analysts
will interact with the appliance remotely to review threat data and
situational awareness, then notify the organization’s points of contact to
assist in an incident response.
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Features. The Personam ITD appliance and accompanying Managed Services are
designed to provide you with a powerful detection capability and minimal disruptions
to your operations. Key features include:
Easy Installation: after a network architecture review with your technical
representative, the typical installation requires less than two hours.
No Configuration: once the system is installed and powered up, there are no data
entry or calibration steps required; the system uses the captured network data to
learn everything it needs to function.
Maintenance Free: the appliance is resilient, self-monitoring and self-initializing in the
event of a power cycle. Managed Services takes care of patching, software
upgrades, and will coordinate any hardware replacements if necessary.
Minimally-Valued Target: the only data retained on the appliance from the network
tap is packet header information, file names and web page names and domains.
The appliance does not retain any of the organization’s sensitive data in memory
or on disk. Any data that is retained is kept locally on the appliance - not in the
cloud - and never removed from the network without your consent.
Exceptionally Low False Positives: Personam’s advanced threat detection technology
doesn’t use rules or signatures; nor is it a simple anomaly detector. Learn more
about the approach in our “How it Works” brief.
Simple Terms: use of the appliance and continued monitoring services are provided
for an annual subscription fee.
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Web Interface. In addition to performing the network monitoring and threat detection functions,
the Personam ITD appliance hosts a web interface that can be accessed over the local network and by our
analysts in the remote operations center. The interface’s primary purpose is to present the information
and context needed to adjudicate alerts. Security administrators can quickly access summary views to
understand the cause of the alert, then drill down into the details of the suspicious activity.

Application views include:

A Dashboard
Review active alerts and the watch list.

A Behavior-Based Cluster Diagram
See how entities on the network are organized based
on the way they use network resources. Quickly identify
outliers and add items to a watch list.

Profile Pages
Investigate alerts; review activities and behaviors,
documents accessed, transmission sources
and destinations, and more for each person
and device on the network.

Personam is a USA-based company, with
product development studios, R&D, and our
remote operations center in Virginia
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